
Abstract:In this paper a three dimensional solid finite element model of the
human upper limb is subjected to real load during a forward fall. A model of
bones with accurate geometry and material properties retrieved form CT scan
data is used to carry out the investigation of therealistic mechanical behavior
of bone structures. It allows for bones behavior modeling using a
computational model in ANSYS and it includes the complete osseous
structure while simplifying the cartilage. The load was assumed as
triangulared dynamic pulse of a finite duration. The obtained results imply
that all models have the same type of global dynamical behavior and strains
are located in almost the same places. Apart from the obtained results it has
been demonstrated numerically that cancellous bone has a major impact of
the strain distribution. Maximum and minimum strains depend on the
different Young’s modulus defined by the CT scan gray scale. The obtained
results will help to analyse properly the common injuries of the upper limb
during falls.

1. Introduction

Fall is a common result of the unexpected postural disturbances, such as tripping, slipping, sudden

turning, etc., that occurs in all age groups [1-3]. For the more than half of the falls, the direction is

forward. In this type of the fall the most common strategy is to use one or both upper limb to regain

balance or to arrest fall to avoid risk of the head or thorax injures [2,4].

The upper limb (presented in Figure 1) consists of shoulder region, arm, forearm and hand [5]. The

bones of the shoulder girdle are the clavicle and the scapula. The bone of the arm is called the

humerus, andits upper end meets the scapula and forms the shoulder joint that permits movements of

the arm. Forearm extends from the elbow to the wrist. Upper ends of its bones, radius and ulna, meet

the lower end of the humerus to form the elbow joint, while their lower ends meet the carpal bones to

forming the wrist joint. The elbow joint permits movements of the forearm, namely flexion and

extension. The radioulnarjoint permits two rotatory movements of the forearm called pronation and
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supination. Hand originates at wrist, where bones of forearm connect with five metacarpal bones, that 

form metacarpus or palm. Further located are phalanges that are small bones forming skeleton of 

fingers and thumb. There are total of 14 phalanges, two for the thumb, and three for each of the 

fingers. The phalanx that articulates with metacarpal bone is called proximal phalanx, while the 

terminal one is called distal phalanx. These are the unique phalanges, that thumb contains. In other 

fingers, here is also middle phalanx located between proximal and distal one. The joints connecting 

each pair of the phalanges are called interphalangeal joints. 

Figure 1.  The human upper limb. 
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In most cases the upper limb is the first body element exposed to dynamical force action 

generated during the forward fall. This fact implies their particular susceptibility to various kind of 

injury. The part of the upper limb which run the most risk of getting fracture is the forearm [6].  

In this paper we present results of modeling and analysis of the upper limb injury dynamics 

during fall carried out by the use of finite element method (FEM). Applying MIMICS program to 

convert the CT scans in DICOM format to the format accepted by FEM packages the realistic three-

dimensional model of the upper limb bones was obtained. This model was used for further analysis in 

ANSYS. 

2. Materials and methods 

For FEM analysis of the upper limb, firstly the 3D model of bones was developed. Geometrical data 

of real proximal human upper limb bones is used in the form of Digital Imaging and Communications 

in Medicine (DICOM) image obtained from CT scan of the a 35 years old man, with a height of 1.73 

m and weight 75 kg. As DICOM format contains binary data elements, the CT scan data in the form 

of DICOM consist of two dimensional gray scaled images. CT images are a pixel map of the linear X-

ray attenuation coefficient of tissue. The pixel values are scaled so that the linear X-ray attenuation 

coefficient of air equals -1024 and that of water equals 0. This scale is called the Hounsfield scale. 

The Hounsfield Unit (HU), corresponding to each element, is averaged and converted into gray values 

and then to material properties of bone. Using this scale, fat is around -110, muscle is around 40, 

trabecular bone is in the range of  80 to 500 and cortical bone ranging from 500 to 900 [7].  

The gray-scaled values of the images represent the density of scanned bone. DICOM files are 2D, but 

they retained data for 3D as well. This DICOM data set obtained from Siemens 64 Slice CT Scanner 

contains total 274 numbers of slices. The slice thickness is 1.5 mm, pixel size 0,977 mm and 

resolutions 512 x 512. The CT scan data set is processed using an interpolation algorithm in MIMICS 

15 and creates three-dimensional model of upper limb bones by following steps [8]: 

a) Thresholding based on Hounsfield Units was done to ensure that segmentation object which 

contains only those pixels of image with a defined value. 

b) The region growing process allows splitting the segmentation in different and separated 

part. 

c) The generated region mask was used to develop 3D model for the bone. The 3D 

reconstruction is based on 3D interpolation techniques that transform the 2D images in a 3D 

model. For this reconstruction case, gray values interpolation was used associated with the 

accuracy algorithm for achieving a more accurate dimensional representation of the upper 

limb bones. 

d) Using MIMICS software, bones were converted into preprocessing files for FEM analysis. 
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 The mechanical properties of the bone vary according to the age, weight, sex and nutritious regimen 

of each different person. In this study, properties of the bones were calculated using the equations (1) 

and (2) [9].: 

�� � ����	
� � ��, (1) 

�� � ����������, (2)

where � represents density [kg/m3], HU is the Hounsfield Units, E denotes Young modulus [MPa] 

and � Poisson ratio. 

The resulting data obtained for three upper limb bones, i.e. humerus, radius and ulna, are reported in 

Table 1. 

Table 1.Material properties obtained from CT.�

Humerus Radius Ulna 

E [GPa] 2.7- 15.6 0.6 - 12 1.2 - 12 

� 0.3 0.3 0.3 

As shown in Fig. 2, the finite element models were created taking account inhomogeneous material 

properties based on the CT density. 

Figure 2.  The solid model bones showing inhomogeneous material properties. 
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As the presented analysis required three-dimensional nonlinear processing, a solid element 185, 

suitable for this task, was chosen. This tetrahedron element has 8 nodes and three degrees of freedom 

(UX, UY and UZ) by node. Bones were modeled as an isotropic, linear elastic and inhomogeneous 

material. The humerus contained 14061 nodes and 79947 elements. The radius contained 5743 nodes 

and 30829 elements and the ulna contained 6316 nodes and 33973 tetrahedral elements. Using 

ANSYS three models of upper limb in different forearm positions (Figure 4) were built according to 

literature data (as shown in Fig. 3). 

Figure 3.  Forearm positions and coordinate system in pronation, neutral state and supination [10]. 

a) b) c)

Figure 4.  Forearm positions. 

By prescribing a rotation angle (as shown in Figure 4) the models of the forearms in pronation, 

neutral and supination were obtained. 
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a)

b)  c)  d)  

a) Boundary conditions. Model of the symmetric forward fall with arms [11] and positioning of 

arm bones in layout b) pronation, c) neutral state d) supination. 

Boundary conditions were presented in Figure 5. Degree of freedom in proximal humerus were 

fixed that means UX, UY, UZ=0 (see blue color on photos). The bones in the joints were connected 

by coupling nodes (see green color). Coupling degrees of freedom into a set causes the results 

calculated for one member of the set to be the same for all members of the set. A more general form 

of coupling can be done with constraint equations. For structural analyses, a list of nodes is defined 

along with the nodal directions in which these nodes are to be coupled. As a result of this coupling, 

these nodes are forced to take the same displacement in the specified nodal coordinate direction [12], 

[13]. Curve force – time (Figure 6a, a)) [11] presents the magnitude of the ground reaction force 
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(GRF) during arrested forward fall to the ground from a 1m shoulder height. Three different arrest 

strategies: stiff - arm, natural, and minimum impact force was investigated to reduce peak force. To 

analysis stiff – arm was taken as a the worst case. In this study the GRF was modeled as a tiangulared 

dynamic force (F) pulse. The angle between the longitudinal axis of the humerus and the force13,5° 

was taken. Impulse was divided into six load steps. Maximal peak force 1170 N in time 0,01 s was 

assumed in the first load step. Each of step approximate the real value of ensemble-averaged time the 

ground reaction force histories. This approach allows in simply way investigate behaviour of upper 

limb during forward fall.  

a) b) 

Figure 5.   Model of the first phase of the impact for near-straight (174o) elbow angle a) literature model 

[11] and b) for approximated values.  

3. Results 

In result of the numerical analysis, there was obtained possibility to present an arbitrary selected 

values as an function of the strain and stress state in each of the element of the studied system. To 

predict the locations where fractures can occur it was decided to measure maximum stress as a main 

criterion. The displacements was checked as an additional information for better understanding of the 

upper limb behaviour under load. Determination of the time of occurring of the highest maximum 

stress and displacement for the arm was applied for finding its localisation and for investigations of 

the state of the rest of the bones. Table 2 presents the maximum stress that occurs in the step 4 

(Figure 6b) and displacement values occurring in the step 6 (see Figure 6b) the during the forward fall 

for three forearm positions.  
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Table 2. Maximal von Mises stress and displacement for different forearm positions.�

Humerus Radius Ulna Load step Time [s] 

Pr
on

at
io

n von Mises stress 

[Mpa]] 

15.77 84.7 57.51 4 0.072 

Displacement [mm] 0.019 5.48 5.57 6 0.423 

N
eu

tra
l  von Mises stress 

[Mpa]] 

7.27 102.36 67.09 4 0.08 

Displacement [mm] 0.001 5.49 5.58 6 0.45 

Su
pi

na
tio

n von Mises stress 

[Mpa]] 

9.59 84.65 63.31 4 0.08 

Displacement [mm] 0.75 0.77 4.02 6 0.338 

a)  b)  c)  

Figure 6.  Maximum von Mises stress at forearm positions a) pronation, b) neutral, c) supination. 

Maximum global displacement presents in Figure 8 occur in distal forearm. 
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a)  b)  c)  

Figure 7.  Maximum displacement at forearm positions a) pronation, b) neutral, c) supination. 

For all of compared positions, the highest stress was observed for the radius bone, while the 

lowest for humerus, what is compatible with the results from literature [6]. The placement of the 

fracture is dependent on position of the arm during the impact. For neural and supination positions the 

highest stress is in proximal radius.  

The highest probability of the fracture is in the neutral position, as it shows the highest stress values 

during the fall. Investigations also resulted in obtaining displacement model and values of the bones 

in arm during the fall. In all cases displacement occurs in the distal forearm, however the bone that is 

moved depends on the fall position. In the cases of pronation and neutral positions the displacement 

values are nearly the same with nearly immobile humerus bone and the biggest displacement of the 

ulna. For supination position humerus and radius show small and nearly identical displacement, while 

the highest value is for ulna. The maximum von Mises stress and displacement values occurring for 

the nodes and the time histories of these quantities during fall are presented in Figures 7 and 8, 

respectively.  
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Figure 8.  The resulted maximal von Mises stress in different forearm positions. 

Figure 9.  The resulted maximal displacement in different forearm positions. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper is a result of the introductory analysis of such a complex biomechanical system as a 

human upper limb. The aim of the research was to obtain results allowing for a better understanding 

of the dynamics of the bone injury during forward fall with straight arms. 

Current state of the mathematical methods allowed to construct more precise models taking into 

account also influence of the muscles or ligaments. It is also possible to model joints using contact 

modeling, however lack of some of the parameters describing mechanical modelling of tissues is 
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problem in this kind of analysis. Also application of the FEM method can result in much more 

detailed models than those obtained via experimental techniques. Problems occurring during 

construction of realistic biomechanical models are compensated by the fact, that even less actual 

models are giving us possibility to analyse of the processes occurring in organisms, that are 

inaccessible to in vivo experiments. 

Coupling degrees of freedom is simply method of connection bones in joints. Using this approach, 

we do know nothing about stress in joints, however it is not necessary for our analysis, as maximal 

stress occurs in distal forearm, at the fracture site [6,11,14]. The areas of greatest stress concentration 

and maximum strain were identified and results of numerical simulations are consistent with 

the literature [6,11,14]. Maximum von Mises stress does not occur in the maximal peak force in the 

first step, but in the fourth one (Figure 6b). It is related to the difference between the duration of the 

impulse applied by the impact and the bones free vibrations period. Simulation of the 1,5 m of the 

standing height fall was investigated by [14] and results shown that by increasing velocity of the fall  

by 75% causes the first peak force of GRF to be doubled reaching 2610 N. The second force peak 

force was also increased by 75% up to 800 N. It means that with the optimal velocity, even the fall 

from 1,5 m could cause fracture of the distal radius, as the magnitude of force necessary for fracture 

to occur is specified by authors at 2350 N [14]. In paper [15] presented is a method that can be 

applied to  develop a set of models for distal radius fracture, which specifies a force necessary for 

bone breaking as 2142 N. The studies of the forward fall from 1 m with maximal peak force 1170 N, 

that are presented in this paper, were sufficient to determine locations of potential fractures and the 

obtained results that are consistent with literatures data [6,11,14]. Obtained results confirm that in the 

pronation position, that is the most popular during forward fall, the highest probability of the fracture 

in the distal radius. 
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